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ICANN 52
Singapore
2015-02-09
Morning Session

10:30 Opening Remarks: Lisse
10:40 .PH Platform: Escañan
11:00 ICANN Meeting Setup: Schruth
11:30 Routing 2015: Huston
11:50 .TZ KSK Algorithm Rollover: Balthazar
12:10 SECIR Wg Update: Hesselman
12:20 Identity Registration Protocol: Hughes
12:40 Securing Small Registries: Roberts
13:00 Lunch: Adobe Connect: Baulch
Afternoon Session

14:00 IETF Status on RDAP: Blanchet
14:20 DLV Decommissioning: Risk
14:40 Business Intelligence in .SG: Perez
15:00 DNSSEC Card Signing: Espinoza
17:00 New DNSSEC Technologies: Wouters
17:20 Closing Remarks: Daley